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Abstract

The present paper is presenting a review of our applications of computer algebra systems (CAS)

[10, 11, 40] to di�erent problems: for analysis of random phenomena in nonlinear dynamical systems

and primary education in this sphere; for �nding of control functions and for mathematical modelling

of a mechanical objects movement. To archive �nal results in various tasks it is required to process a

large number of mathematical calculations. Moreover the complexity of investigated objects requires to

automate a procedure of model construction that results in the necessity of CAS using (together with

numerical accounts) at all stages of scienti�c research.

1 Introduction

The problems of probabilistic research of processes in nonlinear dynamic systems concern the number

of major tasks both in the theoretical and practical sense. The necessity of their solution is urgent for

studying various phenomena: vehicles ight under atmospheric turbulence action; tra�c on a rough sur-

face; high{altitude structures vibrations in the wind and seismic attacks; ships' rollings on the roughsea;

technological processes of production; deviations of space vehicles orbit elements from estimated ones

arising due to production inaccuracies of rockets{carriers and errors of control systems; energy networks

loads uctuations depending on consumption; noises of ampli�ers in regulation and monitoring systems;

noises in radio and electronic devices; unpredictability of demand in economic systems etc.

To analyze these complex and scale phenomena in nonlinear systems called stochastic or random the

statistical dynamics is engaged. Such systems permit to describe an operation of real technical objects

in which parameters are random processes and/or variables.

When solving a signi�cant number of practical problems it is possible to assume that a random

vector process ~x 2 X � Rn describing a status of an object being researched (a phase vector) satis�es

stochastic di�erential equations (SDEqs.) set in the Itô or Stratonovich sense [5, 8, 29, 33, 35, 36, 37]

(we use the last)
_~x(t) = ~f(~x; t) + G(~x; t)~�(t) (1:1)

or, in a more precise form

d~x(t) = ~f(~x; t)dt+ G(~x; t)d~w(t) (1:2)

where _~w = ~� 2 Rm is a vector of independent Gaussian white noises with unit intensities; ~w 2 Rm is

the standard Wiener vector process with zero mathematical expectation and identity variances matrix;
~f(�; �) = (fi(�; �))T : Rn�[0;1)! Rn and G(�; �) = (gij(�; �)) : Rn�[0;1)! Rn�Rm are deterministic

vector and matrix; T is a symbol of the transposition. Assuming this the vector process ~x(t) (the solution

of the Eqs. (1.1), (1.2)) will be the continuous Markov process which is also called the di�usion process.

Main probabilistic characteristics of the vector ~x are the probability density p(~x; t), the transition

density p(~x; t j ~y; �), moments m� = M[x�] (including the �rst ones: mean values or mathematical

expectations mi, variances �
2
i and mixed moments of the second order mij , cumulants (semi{invariants)

��, covariance functions

Kij(t1; t2) =M[(xi(t1)�mi(t1))(xj(t2)�mj(t2))]

(if t1 = t2 then Kij = Dij(t) where Dij are elements of a matrix of variances), spectral densities. The

probability P(~x 2 
) of the vector ~x presence in the given area 
 (here and further M is a symbol of

mathematical expectation, � is multiindex) is also interesting.



It is possible to show that if all elements of the vector

~a(~x; t) = (a1(~x; t); a2(~x; t); :::; an(~x; t))
T

where

ai(~x; t) = fi(~x; t) +
1

2

nX
j=1

mX
k=1

@gik(~x; t)

@xj
gjk(~x; t)

are di�erentiable and all elements of the matrix G(~x; t) are twice di�erentiable then the transition

density p(~x; t j ~y; �) satis�es the Fokker-Planck-Kolmogorov equation (FPK Eq.)

@p(~x; t j ~y; �)
@t

= Lxtp(~x; t j ~y; �) (1:3)

with the initial condition

lim
t!�+0

p(~x; t j ~y; �) = �(~x� ~y)

The Eq.(1.3) is also called the second or forward Kolmogorov Eq., Fokker-Planck Eq., Einstein-Fokker

Eq., di�usion Eq. etc. The operator L within the Eq.(1.3) is of the form

Lxtv = �
nX
i=1

@

@xi
[ai(~x; t)v] +

1

2

nX
i;j=1

@2

@xi@xj
[bij(~x; t)v] (1:4)

where ai(~x; t) are called the drift or kinetic coe�cients and the di�usion coe�cients bij(~x; t) are the

elements of the non-negatively determined di�usion matrix

B(~x; t) = G(~x; t)GT (~x; t):

The distribution density p(~x; t) also satis�es Eq.(1.3) but with the initial condition

p(~x; t0) = p0(~x):

Let t tends to in�nity then under certain conditions (the time-independence of the drift and di�u-

sion coe�cients and others [5, 8, 33, 36] there exists the solution (the stationary, or steady-state, or

equilibrium probability density) ps(~x) of the stationary FPK Eq.

Lps(~x) = 0; ~a = ~a(~x); B = B(~x) (1:5)

which does not depend on the initial distribution.

In practice the various forms of the FPK Eqs. are used. So in the case of random noises absence

the Eq.(1.3) takes the form

@p(~x; t j ~y; �)
@t

= �
nX
i=1

@

@xi
[ai(~x; t)p(~x; t j ~y; �)] (1:30)

(the case of a system subjected by random parameters only is reduced to the Eq.(1.30) too). It exists

more simple form of the Eqs. (1.3), (1.4) as follows

@p

@t
=

1

2

nX
i;j=1

Aij
@2p

@xi@xj
+

nX
i=1

Bi
@p

@xi
+ C p (1:300)

where

Aij = bij ; Bi = �ai +
nX

j=1

@bij

@xj
;

C =
nX
i=1

@

@xi

�
�ai +

1

2

nX
j=1

@bij

@xj

�
:



Next, it is possible to record the Eq. for the natural logarithm of the probability density (equal to the

stochastic potential except for sign)

@ ln p

@t
=

1

2

nX
i;j=1

Aij

�
@2 ln p

@xi@xj
+
@ ln p

@xi

@ ln p

@xj

�
+

+
nX
i=1

Bi
@ ln p

@xi
+ C: (1:3000)

The characteristic function '(~�; t), ~� 2 � � Rn gives as much information about the process ~x(t)

as the probability density p(~x; t) and satis�es the Pugachev integro{di�erential Eq.:

@'

@t
=

1

(2�)n

Z
X

Z
�

ei(
~��~�)T ~xS(~x;~�; t)'(~�; t)d~xd~�

with the initial condition

'(~�; t0) = '0(~�) =

Z
X

ei
~�T ~xp0(~x)d~x

where

S(~x;~�; t) = i~�T~a(~x; t)� 1

2
~�TB(~x; t)~�:

Constructing mathematical models of modern technical objects it is necessary to take into account

their complexity, an existence of many interrelations, inuence of various deterministic and random

parameters. Therefore the procedure of such objects motion Eqs. deriving can not be practically

executed without a computer aid. And here CAS can be helpful. In Section 2 the main principles of

the package VMPack structure for the CAS Mathematica environment intended for the facilitation of

the researcher's manipulations with vector-matrix expressions including the solution of an estimation

problem of random parameters inuence on nonlinear systems dynamics are considered.

Nowadays there is a signi�cant number of exact and approximate methods intended for solving of the

SDEqs., FPK Eqs. and the Pugachev integro{di�erential Eqs. [2, 5, 7, 8, 22, 23, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37].

But to perform most of them time consuming mathematical calculations are required (transformations,

reductions of similars, di�erentiations, integrations etc.). The advantages of CAS Formac, Reduce,

Mathematica applications to this sphere are considered in Section 3.

The availability of a large number of diverse methods is a matter of urgency for the students and

young researchers studying the statistical dynamics algorithms. Section 4 is devoted to the description

of the primary education system "Statistical Dynamics" for creation of which the CAS Mathematica

was mainly used.

2 The CAS applications for complex technical objects dynamics anal-

ysis

Nowadays a signi�cant development of computers facilities has substantially contributed to the analysis

and control of complex technical designs with many degrees of freedom. The main method of such

analysis is a mathematical modelling coupling an objects mathematical model as a DEqs. set building

and a computer research of the object fundamental properties after suitable software development.

To build of compound systems models (such as aircraft, spacecraft, vehicles and so forth) one must

take account of many di�erent units and their complex interactions. Moreover in the drawing{board

stage some tolerances de�ned by technology demands must be set up on values of developed design

basic characteristics (masses, inertia tensors, sti�nesses and others). Therefore numerical computations

of an object behavior with the speci�c parameters values can not bring a full process description. Here

a problem arises to estimate an e�ect on the object motion of a spread within tolerance of deterministic

and random engineering and structure parameters.



An exact and complete solution of this problem is connected with a calculation of a multidimensional

joint probability density of phase and parameters vectors but it is often impossible due to computer

capabilities limitations. Therefore the most well{known simple and e�ective line of results to reach

is the sensitivity theory application [38]. The main task here is a derivation of coupled DEqs. set

consisting of the original object motion DEqs. and of DEqs. for random sensitivity functions. If the

object has many degrees of freedom and is a�ected by plenty of random parameters then the above

method is impossible to implement without computer processing.

The research di�culties do not only consist of the sensitivity theory DEqs. derivation but of numer-

ical analysis. The point is that the coupled DEqs. set is usually nonlinear. Therefore the approximate

stochastic dynamics methods are necessary for statistical characteristics calculation. The integrator

method (see Section 3) is one of them.

Below the program performing an automation of system dynamics Eqs. building is described. The

same program automates some stages of preparation for the numerical decision of the estimation problem

of random parameters inuence on a complex nonlinear stochastic system in terms of the requirements

of the integrator method which, in our opinion, is applicable at a stage of the probabilistic analysis

of the random sensitivity functions. It may be used for a linearization ordinary DEqs. (ODEqs.) set

procedure too.

The problem of the automation process software creation for the estimation of random parame-

ters inuence on complex objects arose already long time ago. Thus the essential part of evaluation

techniques is di�erentiation of the motion DEqs. r.h.s. w.r.t. these parameters.

It is possible to solve this problem manually for small quantities of phase coordinates and parameters.

If their number is great than a performance of a large amount of analytical calculations becomes a long,

tedious and non-faultless work. This procedure is frequently complicated by the necessity of vector-

matrix expressions processing.

On the other hand the software for numerical calculations of deterministic object motion is often

created before random analysis software, and high level programming languages (such as Fortran) are

used for this purpose. In this case it sometimes does not make sense to begin a stage of di�erentiation

from Eqs. but it is possible to start from ready-make programs in such languages.

To overcome these di�culties a Formac program package [21] has been designed allowing partial

derivatives of the r.h.s. of a sequence of algebraic equalities to be found, the equalities written in a

Fortran-like manner (particularly, it may be a Fortran program source text to compute the r.h.s. of the

set of dynamics DEqs.) in terms of a list of independent variables and to present the di�erentiation result

as a Fortran program package. Among the equalities (formula statements) there may be subroutine call

statements (CALL), unmanipulated conditional statements, commentaries and others.

The input of the program consisted of the following:

{ identi�ers of independent (for example, phase coordinates and random parameters) and target

variables;

{ the name of the derivatives array;

{ the root of the names of the generated subroutines (for example, PRAV00, PRAV01, PRAV02,

...);

{ information on the called subroutines (about quantity and names of input and output variables,

names of partial derivatives array) et al.

The program algorithm is to read the next text element in a sequence (up to its end) from a set

of data (for example, Fortran statements), to �nd the elements type and the presence of independent

variables and aggregates (left{hand side identi�ers mentioned before), to di�erentiate in terms of the

arguments list in the case of algebraic equalities, to �ll in information tables with left{hand sides and

input parameters relations (including the relations through aggregates).

Below Windows Mathematica 3.0 project [28] meant to solve the above mentioned problem is con-

sidered.

The programs complex VMPack is made as a problem-oriented package constructed in terms of

requirements of the Mathematica environment and consists of the main procedure VMMain and a

number of bottom level procedures.



The package VMPack is intended:

{ to input vector{matrix (and scalar) expressions containing standard operations of vector{matrix

algebra and recorded in the form resembling an ordinary mathematical text;

{ to recognize and to transform vector-matrix expressions to an interior representation;

{ to take partial derivatives up to the needed power (in vector{matrix and coordinate forms) w.r.t.

some formal variables;

{ to transfer to an external �le initial and resulting expressions in the form of TurboPascal statements

such as calls of appropriate procedures to calculate vectors coordinates and matrices elements are

generated (that is connected with a sharp growth of the resulting Pascal program text length).

Under di�erentiation all expressions objects are considered as complicated functions of some number

of arguments (for example, random parameters) which were called above as formal arguments. Owing

to the di�erentiation rule of a compound function however many such variables are the structure of the

derivatives of any order remains the same.

Therefore to �nd derivatives up to some order from any sequence of expressions w.r.t. a set of any

number of parameters it is enough to di�erentiate once the expressions for determination of all �rst

derivatives, the result of the previous di�erentiation to get all second derivatives and so on and then

to change only the numbers of parameters in the received expressions instead of derivatives calculating

for every possible combination of one, two or more parameters.

Input for the package has the following form:

vector /the list of names/; (2.1)

matrix /the list of names/; (2.2)

scalar /the list of names/; (2.3)

constant /the list of names/; (2.4)

derivatives order is /integer/; (2.5)

formulae; (2.6)

..........................;

..........................;

..........................;

end of formulae; (2.7)

where the �rst line describes the names of 3x1-vectors; the second { 3x3-matrices; the third { scalars;

the line (2.4) { constants. The integer in the line (2.5) can have the value from 0 up to 3 and de�nes

the order of the senior derivative to be found. The lines (2.1){(2.4) can follow in any order.

In input between lines (2.6) and (2.7) any correct strings with vectors, matrices and scalars operations

can be mixed. Their type is distinguished at processing under the descriptions (2.1){(2.4). During the

package work expressions are checked for correctness.

In the package the processing of the following vector{matrix operations is implemented:

{ sum of vectors and matrices (an input designation is "+");

{ di�erence of vectors and matrices ("-");

{ scalar product ("<...,...>");

{ vector product ("[...,...]");

{ diad (tensor) product ("f...,...g");
{ multiplication of scalars, vectors and matrices ("*");

{ inverse of matrix ("^");

{ transposition of matrix ("0");

{ summation w.r.t. index (see below).

Frequently in deriving motion DEqs. the summation sign w.r.t. some index in given limits is used,

for example, in the expression for the main vector of acting forces. To represent such a procedure the

summation operation is introduced. Thus the sum

k2X
i=k1

fi



in the source text takes the form

$(fi; k1; k2)$:

As the result of the software package work in external �les the following is formed:

{ the result of conversion of vector{matrix expressions to the internal form and result of their

di�erentiation given number of times;

{ a sequence of TurboPascal procedures calls which calculate the above-stated vector-matrix expres-

sions.

Among these calls there may be the following: P SumV, P SumM, P Scal, P Vect, P Diad, P MultSV,

P MultSM, P MultMV, P MultMM, P Inv, P VecZ, P MatZ (designations are evident and agree with appro-

priate operations, a symbol "Z" shows that it is needed to clear an object to zero).

The derivatives names for the objects which we have come across are formed as follows:

< Object name >$XYZ

where $ is a special symbol for derivatives and symbols X, Y, Z depend on the senior order N of

derivatives.

The identi�ers of temporary variables are generated by the CAS Mathematica means on the basis

"wx0xw" for real and "i$wv" for integer variables.

Separated lists of objects used (in free form) can be found at the text end.

An example of package using is in Appendix 1.

As a package development I am going to build two subpackages. The �rst one must visualize input

formulae in the LATEX form (for a supplementary checking) and the second must manage data bases of

models in the Visual FoxPro style (see the description of package "Statistical Dynamics").

3 Analysis of stochastic nonlinear systems and CAS

As it was remarked above there is a vast number of exact and approximate methods for research of

the complex phenomena in nonlinear dynamic systems e�ected by random noises. Among them it is

possible to notice:

{ exact methods (the principle of detailed balance, the potential method, the groups theory, the

variables substitution method, the decomposition method and others);

{ methods of a task simpli�cation (exchange of variables etc.);

{ linearization methods (direct, harmonic, equivalent, statistical and others);

{ numerical methods (the Monte Carlo method, the randomwalks method, the cells mapping method,

the integrated method, the interpolating method, the sensitivity theory method, methods of �nite

di�erences, the integrator method et al.);

{ methods of integral transforms (Fourier, Laplace and so on);

{ methods of expansions into a series (in terms of orthogonal functions, eigenfunctions et al.);

{ variation methods (Bubnov{Galerkin, maximum of entropy etc.);

{ perturbations methods (small parameter, stochastic averaging, the multiple time scales method,

Krylov-Bogoliubov asymptotic method et al.);

{ iterative schemes (successive approximations, the Krasovsky iterations method, the method of a

functional corrections averaging, the iteration operator method, the method of oscillating functions, the

parametrix method, an application of semigroups of operators, the method of functional parameters, a

Runge{Kutta scheme for the FPK Eq., the Adomian decomposition method, the method of a conditional

density, the path integral method and others);

{ methods reducing to an ordinary DEq. set (a density expansion into a series in terms of the

Hermite functions or other special functions, the usage of quasi{moments, the moments method, the

semi{invariants method, the moments{semi-invariants method, the method of the orthogonal expansion,

the heat polynomials method, the Gaussian approximation method, the canonical expansions method,

the power series method, the expansion into a proper functions series method etc.);

{ methods of integral Eqs. (an expansion into a Volterra functional series, a Hazen technique etc.).



But at present there is no universal algorithm suitable for solving a signi�cant part of arising

problems. It results in constant �lling up a list of random analysis methods with new algorithms. But

both the new and the known methods of such analysis are very di�cult to use.

Attempts to automate a process of stochastic systems research have been undertaken for a long time

as it takes place in the deterministic case [6, 9, 24]. But due to technical complexities methods enabling

one to �nd statistical characteristics of a phase vector are basically realized. As such projects it is

possible to notice the realizations of the moments{semi-invariants method (n � 6) [3, 4], the normal

approximation method [30], the various updatings of the semi{invariants method [12] and the moments

method [31] et al.

CAS applications permit to expand a methods list accessible for automated application, to reduce

temporary costs when inputting data about an object under research, to work with a mathematical

model in a symbolic form, to derive Eqs. in each particular case that can result in essential decreasing

of time expenses at the stage of numerical calculations etc. While the developments with CAS usage

are mainly intended for solving of model and training problems [32] but there are some works solving

deeper probabilistic problems for example symbolic Itô calculus realizations [13, 14, 39]. There are

the CAS Reduce, Formac, Mathematica aided implementations of the iteration method [18], of the

modi�ed power series method [25], of the method of probability density expansion into a series in terms

of the Hermite functions [25], of the algorithms of the stochastic sensitivity theory [21] etc. An essential

part of these projects is to automate the deriving of appropriate �nite parts for in�nite ODEqs. sets

right-hand sides (r.h.s.).

Main features of statistical dynamics methods realization on the basis of the CAS Formac, Reduce,

Mathematica are considered below.

The principle of detailed balance [8] is one of the most powerful methods of an exact search of

steady-state densities in nonlinear systems.

To apply this principle the following identities should be true

"iai(~x")ps(~x) = �ai(~x)ps(~x) +
nX

j=1

@

@xj
[bij(~x)ps(~x)];

"i"jbij(~x") = bij(~x); i; j = 1; 2; :::n: (3:1)

Here ps(~x) is the probability steady-state density, "i = �1 depend on the evenness of a variable xi (for

example displacements are considered to be even variables and linear velocities are odd ones); x"i = "ixi.

Thus it appears that such checking has mainly a routine character and it permits to automate

ful�llment on the computer with the help of CAS for a concrete n at least.

To realize this idea a CAS Mathematica software program was created the algorithm of which is

following:

{ to input symbolical representations of SDEq. r.h.s.;

{ to calculate the drift and di�usion coe�cients;

{ to check a ful�llment of the equality (3.1);

{ to analyze a di�usion tensor degeneracy;

{ in the case of its nondegeneracy to build and to solve a linear algebraic Eqs. (LAEqs.) set

for partial derivatives of a stochastic potential � = � ln ps(~x) with respect to (w.r.t.) variables xi
( @�
@xi

= �i; i = 1; 2; :::; n) and then to �nd the stochastic potential itself with a quadrature if the

equalities @�i
@xj

=
@�j
@xi

are true;

{ otherwise an attempt of the allocation and solution of a linearly independent part of such a set

for some �ks , s = 1; 2; :::; r. If appropriate conditions are satis�ed the function ~�(~x0) is calculated with

a quadrature where ~x0 =(xk1 ; xk2 ; :::; xkr)
T 2 X 0(�ks = �ks(~x

0)). Thus the stochastic potential �(~x) will

have the form

�(~x) = ~�(~x0) + �0(~x
00); ~x00 2 X 00; Rn = X 0 
X 00:

Then an Eq. for the function �0(~x
00) is constructed starting from the Eq. for �(~x). If the above

conditions are satis�ed but �ks = �ks(~x
0; ~x00) then an Eq. for �(~x) in terms of the expressions for �ks is

derived.



With the help of this program the stochastic potentials for the following systems

_xi + ki1x1 + ki2x2 + �ix
3
i =

p
gi�i; i = 1; 2; (3:2)

_xi +
nX

j=1

kijxj + �ix
3
i =

p
gi�i; i = 1; n;

_xi + ci30x
3
1 + ci21x

2
1x2 + ci12x1x

2
2 + ci03x

3
2 =

p
gi�i; i = 1; 2;

�xi + 2�i _xi + !2i xi + �ix
3
i = kix3�i +

p
gi�i; i = 1; 2; (3:3)

�xi + 2�i _xi + !2i xi + �ix
3
i =

nX
j=1;j 6=i

kijxj +
p
gi�i; i = 1; n

have been considered.

Examples of the steady-state density surfaces for the system (3.2) are presented in Appendix 2.

For the research of nonlinear systems with random parameters and/or initial conditions the method

of Eqs. in�nite sets [26] can be applied. According to it a source DEqs. set by variables substitutions

is reduced to an in�nite set of linear ODEqs. for a vector with an accounting number of components

the probability density of which can be exactly constructed after closure.

For facilitation of a given method using for an analysis of the system

_x+ x+ x2 = 0; x(0) = x0 (3:4)

where x0 is random a CAS Mathematica code program was created. The tasks of this program are

following: to build an ODEq. set for a vector

~z = (z1; z2; :::; zN)
T � (x; x2; :::; xN)T

on the basis of the Eq.(3.4) (in the calculations the value N = 19 was used); to solve exactly this set

relative to ~z with symbolical initial conditions ~z0 = (z01; z02; :::; z0N)
T � (x0; x

2
0; :::; x

N
0 )

T . Further linear

identities connecting vectors ~z and ~z0 are eliminated relative to ~z0 that permits to construct a density

expression. Integrating over coordinates z2, z3, ..., zN and using properties of �-functions presenting in

an expression for pN(~z0) one can receive an approximation of the x density. Thus owing to the necessity

to solve an algebraic N -th degree Eq. which has coe�cients depending on t and to select the only real

roots values the required density was calculated in knots of a given (x; t) grid.

The phenomena in systems subjected by continuous and discrete random excitations and usually

described by white noises and Poisson processes are interesting. The study of such systems responses

results in the necessity of the Kolmogorov-Feller integro-di�erential Eq. [37] solving.

Even for the very simple form of this Eq. such as:

@p(x; t)

@t
=
g

2

@2p(x; t)

@x2
+

@

@x
[cxp(x; t)]� �p(x; t)+

+
�

c

+1Z
�1

K(x� x0)p(x0; t)dx0

one cannot obtain its solution exactly. An approximate analysis algorithm is as follows. To calculate

a �nite number of moments it was solved a ODEq. set satis�ed by them and then the density was

expanded into a series in terms of quasi{moments.

To build moments analytical expressions as functions of t and to calculate quasi{moments due to

complicated identities a Mathematica code program was created and that factor has allowed to receive

density approximations for various values of parameters g, c, � and forms of a nucleus K. An example

of this scheme realization is in Appendix 3.

If transition processes in the system (1.2) have been �nished it can change its status to the one

speci�ed by the steady-state probability density ps(~x). Therefore the problem of this density �nding

arises.



Next we shall consider the variation iteration algorithm [21] for ps(~x) computation. Let assume that

a nonlinear object is described by the following Eqs.

d~x(t) = [A0~x(t) + ~f0(~x(t))]dt+B0d~w(t) (3:5)

where A0 and B0 are constant matrices, f0i =
NP

j�j=2

f0i�x
�. We shall �nd an approximation ~ps(~x) of the

Eq.(1.5) solution as

~ps(~x) =
MX
k=0

ckhk(~x) (3:6)

with a linear independent functions system (hk(~x)), k = 0; 1; 2; ::: constructed through iterations

hk(~x) = Lhk�1(~x) (k > 0) (3:7)

in terms of the function h0(~x) which is the steady{state density of the linear system

d~y(t) = A0~y(t)dt+ B0d~w(t)

corresponding to (3.5). This density is known to be a multidimensional Gaussian one. The coe�cients

ck are found as solutions of a LAEqs. set of the Galerkin method:Z
Rn

hq(~x)Lps(~x)d~x = 0

or
MX
r=0

cr

Z
Rn

hq(~x)hr+1(~x)d~x = 0; q = 1; 2; :::;M (3:8)

(c0 = 1 due to the density normalization condition).

Using Formac and Fortran-IV programs which implement the above method the steady-state density

approximation ~ps(x) of the system

_x+ cx+ �x3 =
p
g� (3:9)

displacement x has been formed. As for the system (3.2) a program for the Mathematica environment

was created. To analyze the system with two degrees of freedom such as Eq.(3.3) the algorithm (3.6){

(3.8) has been implemented in terms of the Reduce and Fortran77 code. In all these cases the CAS

using allowed to build functions hk(~x) (3.7) symbolically.

One of the simplest FPK Eq. solving procedures is the following. Let us write Eq.(1.3) in the form:

p = p0 +

tZ
0

L�pd� � p0 + ULp:

The iteration operator method [16, 20] is to construct the functions

pk = ULpk�1; p0 = p0(~x)

and to present a density approximation as

~pM =
MX
k=0

pk:

The analysis of complex nonlinear systems by the given method results in numerous multivariable

functions di�erentiation and integration operations which in general do not allow the study of the above

systems to be completed. The method can simply and economically be implemented to study stochastic

systems with a polynomial structure and time{independent functions fi and gij .



Using a Formac program the above method has been applied to investigate various systems and to

approximate the probability density in a problem of a rigid body rotating around a �xed point and

excited by external random torques [21]

J1 _p� (J2 � J3)qr =
p
g1�1;

J2 _q � (J3 � J1)rp =
p
g2�2;

J3 _r � (J1 � J2)pq =
p
g3�3:

Here J1, J2, J3 are inertia moments; p, q, r are body angular velocity projections on constrained

coordinate system axes; g1, g2, g3 are constants.

For time homogeneous Markov systems it is interesting to �nd the transition probability density

�(~x; ~y; t) = p(~x; s+ tj~y; s) the knowledge of which allows to calculate such statistical characteristics as a

covariance function, the number of process intersections of a given level et al. But the Dirac multi{delta

functions being present in the initial condition

�(~x; ~y; 0) = �(~x� ~y)

make it di�cult to determine �(~x; ~y; t).

One can overcome the arising di�culties by writing the transition density � in the following form

(the method of a formal representation) [21]

�(~x; ~y; t) =
1X
�=0

��(~y; t)�
(�)(~x� ~y):

Assuming the FPK Eq. coe�cients to be presented as

Aij =
1X
�=0

Aij�

z�

�!
; Bi =

1X
�=0

Bi�

z�

�!
; C =

1X
�=0

C�

z�

�!

(~z = ~x� ~y) the following in�nite ODEq. set has been formed to determine the coe�cients ��(~y; t)

@��

@t
= V�(�); � � 0; ��(~y; 0) = ��0 (3:10)

where

V� =
1X
�=0

(�1)�
"
1

2

nX
i=1

Aii����2ei +
n�1X
i=1

nX
j=i+1

Aij����eij+

+
nX
i=1

Bi����ei + C���

#
; � = �� �: (3:11)

The derivation of the r.h.s. V� for particular SDEqs. represents a reasonably tiresome process

essentially becoming complicated with a growth of a problem dimension. Here CAS application may

facilitate researcher's e�orts. So a Mathematica code program generates an expression for a function

V�1�2 in a general form for systems with polynomial nonlinearities (in this case such expression contains

a �nite number of terms) that permits if necessary to organize a calculation of a r.h.s. sequence by

substitution of indexes particular values.

The similar scheme was realized to approximate the probability density p(x1; x2; t) due to an expan-

sion into a series in terms of the Hermite functions.

Notice that in Eqs.(3.10), (3.11) the vector ~y enters as parameter that also hinders an application

of the considered method. However a CAS application (especially in a combination with the small

parameter method) permits to be advanced further in a necessary direction too. So for a system of the

type (3.9) where c = 1, � = " is a small parameter the functions �1(y; t) and �2(y; t) were determined

accurate to "5 that has allowed to make out approximate identities for ax(t), �
2
x(t) and Kx(t) in an

analytical form.



One of the best known and well{developed techniques for vibrations in quasi{linear mechanical

systems treating is the Krylov{Bogoliubov averaging method [1] which has been extended to solve SDEqs.

[22, 34, 36]. In terms of the method for stochastic systems of the form

�xi + !2i xi = "fi(~x; _~x; t) +
p
"

mX
j=1

gij(~x; _~x; t)�j(t); i = 1; n

where !i are eigenfrequences, " is a small parameter variables are changed as

xi = ai(t) cos(!it+ �i(t)); _xi = �!iai(t) sin(!it + �i(t)) (3:12)

and then SDEqs. for slowly varying amplitudes ai and phases !i are derived. The Eqs. obtained are

averaged over a period w.r.t. an explicit time variable that frequently results in uncoupling of the

new variables ai and !i and therefore in a simpli�ed problem. Notice that such averaging may be

done in FPK Eq. too. This method requires a great amount of analytical manipulations. But the

implementation of the averaging method by means of CAS o�er no di�culties.

In complicated cases the variables substitution may be di�erent (3.12). As for the SDEqs. set

�x1 + 2"�1 _x1 + !21x1 + "�x31 = kx2;

�x2 + 2"�2 _x2 + !22x2 =
p
"g�(t) (3:13)

the change

x1 = a1 cos 1 +
k

!21 � !22
a2 cos 2;

x2 = a2 cos 2;

_x1 = �!1a1 sin 1 � !2
k

!21 � !22
a2 sin 2;

_x2 = �!2a2 sin 2;
 i = !it + �i; i = 1; 2; !1 6= !2

is more convenient. For the system (3.13) analysis there has been developed a Mathematical software

program that was doing all the necessary manipulations such as the Sides. deriving for phases a1, a2 and

amplitudes �1, �2; FPK Eq. building governing the probability density p(a1; a2; �1; �2; t); its averaging

and writing of resulting Eq.

It is natural that by CAS using statistical dynamics problems cannot be solved from the beginning

up to the end. Therefore analytical and numerical parts of algorithms have to combine.

Examples of such combinations are the following (see Section 4 too).

One of the methods enabling one to �nd the �rst moments of the phase vector is the integrator

method [17, 27].

The method is intended to evaluate numerically phase coordinates mean values, variances and

covariances for nonlinear systems with Gaussian initial conditions and random excitations (parameters

and/or processes) in the assumption that the joint probability density of the phase and uctuations

vectors is nearly Gaussian.

Let the Eqs. of an object motion are

_~x = ~f(~x;~v; t); ~v 2 Rm;

where ~v is the excitations vector. A time{line segment [0; T ] is broken into equal parts by points tk

0 = t0 < t1 < ::: < tN = T:

Let us make the following designations:



~xk = ~x(tk); ~vk = ~v(tk); r = n +m;

~zk = colf~xk; ~vkg; ~mk =M [~zk];

Dk =M [(~zk � ~mk)(~zk � ~mk)
T ] =

�
Dkij

�
.

For representation of ~zk+1 at the moment tk+1 through ~zk the formulae of a one{step{by{step

integrator intended for numerical solving of ODEqs. set are applied:

~zk+1 = ~G(~zk); k = 0; N � 1:

To calculate the required statistical characteristics the formulae for the integrator ~G are expanded in

the point (appropriate to ~mk =M [~zk]) into a Taylor series up to the second order

zk+1;s = Gs(~mk) +
rX

i=1

~Aksi(zki �mki)+

+
rX

i;j=1

~Bksij(zki �mki)(zkj �mkj) (3:14)

where

~Aksi =
@Gs(~zk)

@zki

����
~zk=~mk

; ~Bksij =
1

2

@2Gs~zk)

@zki@zkj

�����
~zk=~mk

;

s = 1; 2; :::; r:

Expectating both parts of the equality (3.14) one can receive the formulae connecting the mean

values of the vector ~z at t = tk+1 with the vector ~mk and the matrix Dk of variances and covariances

at time tk

mk+1;s = Gs(~mk) +
rX

i;j=1

~BksijDkij :

Further let's multiply the relation (3.14) by the similar (at s = p) and also expectate the both parts

of the equality received. With regard to relations for moments functions of the third and fourth orders

for the Gaussian distribution we shall obtain the following formulae to �nd the matrix Dk+1 elements

Dk+1;sp =
rX

i;j=1

~Aksi
~AkpjDkij+

+
rX

i;j;�;�=1

~Bksij
~Bkp��(Dki�Dkj� +Dki�Dkj�):

The above method was implemented due to the following scheme:

{ symbolical building of the design-basis formulae with the CAS Reduce or Mathematica using;

{ a numerical calculation of mean values and variances with Fortran programs or the CAS Mathe-

matica software itself.

The similar schemes have been applied at projects such as a combination of the small parameter

and power series methods for a calculation of the probability density logarithm for displacement in the

Eq. (3.9); an expansion of the various systems phase vectors probability density into a series in terms

of the Hermite functions etc.

For this purpose the CAS Formac, Reduce, Mathematica and programming languages Fortran and

TurboPascal have been used. Except ODEqs. r.h.s. deriving for expansion coe�cients subroutines in

appropriate numerical programming languages were automatically generated with the CAS help .

Computer algebra using gives great advantages in the control theory. Let a controlled system (with

a full feedback) has the form

d~x(t) = ~f(~x; ~u; t)dt+G(~x; t)d~w(t); ~x(t0) = ~x0; (3:15)

t0 � t � T <1:



Here ~u 2 U � Rs is a control vector. One of tasks is to �nd such a control vector ~u�(t) that allows to

reach a minimum of the functional

I[~u]=M

�
'(~x(T )) +

TZ
t0

F0(~x; ~u; t)dt

�

Let V(~x; t) be a loss function. Then it will satisfy to the Bellman Eq.

@V
@t

+min
~u2U

�
L�x;tV(~x; t) + F0(~x; ~u; t)

�
= 0; V(~x; T ) = '(~x); (3:16)

L�x;t[�]=
nX
i=1

ai
@

@xi
[�]+1

2

nX
i;j=1

bij
@2

@xi@xj
[�]:

Here the vector ~u�(t) is a minimizing vector-function of the appropriate expression in Eq.(3.16).

Let us consider the more concrete copy of system (3.15):

_xi = hi(~x; t) +
sX

j=1

hij(~x; t)uj +
mX
j=1

gij(~x; t)�j :

In this case let us assume that the functional has the form

I0[~u] =M

2
4'(~x(T )) +

TZ
t0

F(~x; t)dt+ 1

2

TZ
t0

sX
j=1

 
uj

kj

!2

dt

3
5 :

Then the Bellman Eq. is the following

@V
@t

+
nX
i=1

h�i
@V
@xi

+
1

2

nX
i;j=1

bij
@2V

@xi@xj
� 1

2

sX
j=1

k2j

� nX
i=1

hij
@V
@xi

�2
= �F

and the control vector is

uj� = �k2j
nX
i=1

hij
@V
@xi

:

To �nd the control vector it is needed to calculate the function V . Our simply realized (with a

help of Mathematica) iterative algorithm developing the Krasovsky scheme [15] and consisting of the

following steps

~V(~x; �) =
1X
k=0

~Vk(~x)�
k

k!
; � = T � t;

~V0 = ';

~Vk+1 =
nX
i=1

kX
l=0

Cl
k
~h�i;k�l

@ ~Vl
@xi

+
1

2

nX
i;j=1

kX
l=0

Cl
k
~bij;k�l

@2 ~Vl
@xi@xj

+ ~Fk�

�1

2

sX
j=1

k2j

kX
r=0

Cr
k

� nX
i=1

rX
l=0

Cl
r
~hij;r�l

@ ~Vl
@xi

�� nX
i=1

k�rX
l=0

Cl
k�r

~hij;k�r�l
@ ~Vr
@xi

�
;

k � 0;

allows to solve the problem both in the deterministic and in the stochastic cases.



4 Using of the CAS Mathematica in the primary education system

"Statistical Dynamics"

Nowadays all most perspective technologies in the university{level education require to use modern

computers.

The development of the training system "Statistical Dynamics" is devoted to progress in this direc-

tion [28]. The tasks of this system are:

{ to give to students and beginning researchers an accessible tool for solving simple problems of

statistical dynamics;

{ to acquaint these persons with a reasonably wide spectrum of random analysis methods.

When realizing this project we wanted �rst of all to satisfy educational needs. Therefore the main

system properties are following:

{ dynamic systems are described by SDEqs. sets in the Stratonovich sense;

{ nonlinearities in Eqs. r.h.s. are polynomial (except the statistical linearization method);

{ a dimension of SDEqs. sets is equal to 2 (excepting few algorithms);

{ a number of described or mentioned methods and techniques is more than 70;

{ methods of research are analytical, numerical and numerically analytical.

A CAS Mathematica software package is a nucleus of our system. Separate auxiliary programs

using the TurboPascal software are realizing algorithms requiring long{time accounts with a oating

point (integration of ODEqs. with the help of the Runge{Kutta method; a calculation of statistical

characteristics of the phase coordinates vector within the power series method with the Gauss type

formulae etc.).

The theoretical material was prepared with the LATEX system enabling to include mathematical

formulae and can be looked through with the Viewer program.

The research method for a concrete system analysis is chosen by means of a menu. In our new release

of package the menus subsystem and the data preparing stage were realized with the help of Microsoft

Visual FoxPro 5.0 environment subpackage. Also a technique of a LATEX visualizing have been worked

o� for statistical dynamics foundations and methods showing.

Main system menu consists of such pads as "Methods and algorithms", "Models", "Data for calcu-

lations", "Format of output", "Service operations" and others. After any pad selection an appropriate

popup submenu opens. This submenu allows to choose and to start a concrete action such as input. A

number of screen forms for such input, storage and updating of data was built.

In the present version 11 methods have been realized. There are the Monte Carlo, iteration, itera-

tion operator, moments, statistical linearization, power series, direct linearization, integrator methods,

Gaussian approximation, detailed balance principle and potential algorithms.

The main principles of some methods realization within the system "Statistical Dynamics" where

CAS Mathematica properties were essentially used are considered below.

4.10 The iteration method (see Section 3). It is supposed that an initial probability density is

the product of the Gaussian one and a polynomial. Taking this into account successive operator L
iterations are found by use of recursive identities. The procedure results in presenting probability

density approximations as well as plots of the �rst moments calculated due to these approximations.

4.20 The iteration operator method (see Section 3). In addition to the assumption speci�ed for the

previous method it is required that FPK Eq. coe�cients are exactly integrable w.r.t. t. The principles

of realization are the same as in 4.10.

4.30 To apply the moments method [2] it is needed to build of an in�nite ODEqs. set for phase

vector moments functions using FPK Eq. and than to solve this set.

Due to a huge number of Eqs. for practice it is required to limit the above set. In our project the

Mathematica code program is symbolically building Eqs. r.h.s. expressions up to a user's chosen order.

A closure of the in�nite Eqs. set is executed owing to the quasi-Gaussian hypothesis.

A Mathematica code program transforms closure relations and ODEqs. set for moments r.h.s. to

a Pascal procedure which are compiled and linked together with the main program Runge and the

procedure RungeKut. These processes are controlled by the system Mathematica environment. Input



for calculations is formed in an external �le before running of the created EXE-module. After the

termination of ODEqs. integration the results are read out by the same procedure and displayed on a

screen in the form of plots.

4.40 The modi�ed power series method [25] is intended for an approximate calculation of the phase

vector probability density logarithm. According to the method this logarithm is expanded into an

in�nite series in terms of phase coordinates powers. To calculate coe�cients of this series an in�nite

ODEqs. set is recorded. When using the method in practice this set is neglected and the procedure

realizing this method generates only its �nite part. Further the algorithm steps are the same as in the

previous item. The results are presented in the same way as in item 4.10.

4.50 The direct linearization method is intended for the �nding of the �rst moments of the phase

vector if coe�cients of white noises are independent of phase coordinates.

On the basis of SDEqs. terms symbolical representations by means of the CAS Mathematica an

appropriate made linear in mathematical expectations SDEqs. set is derived and then a joint ODEqs.

set satis�ed by mean values, variances and covariances is under construction. Suitable r.h.s. are

transformed to Pascal procedure statements. Further the algorithm steps are the same as in item 4.30.

4.60 The integrator method (see in Section 3). Using symbolical representations of SDEqs. and the

CAS Mathematica properties relations connecting values of united vector ~z in consecutive moments

of time are formed (the classical Runge-Kutta scheme is used). These relations are di�erentiated in

a point appropriating to a mean values vector and the received coe�cients of phase coordinates and

parameters powers up to the second order are used in formulae for the calculation of the �rst moments.

At the end of procedure running the received values are displayed on a screen.

4.70 The Gaussian approximation method [7] is intended to calculate approximately the �rst two

moments of the phase vector. Our realization consists of automatic deriving of moments ODEqs. set

and of further numerical accountings of needed characteristics.

4.80 The detailed balance principle allows to �nd the exact steady-state density (in some cases). An

algorithm of this method was described in Section 3.

4.90 Main features and a realization technique of the potential method [36] are analogous the previous.

4.100 Auxiliary procedures. Main procedures for the above-described methods use some auxiliary

ones intended for:

{ the building of the drift and di�usion coe�cients due to symbolic representations of SDEqs. r.h.s.;

{ the generation of Pascal procedures for calculating ODEqs. set r.h.s. If their volume is large then

r.h.s. are transformed to a programs complex the �rst program of which is main and other ones are

UNIT modules etc.

As a package development it is supposed to form a new function (on the base of Visual FoxPro)

such as a management for knowledge data bases about a simplest stochastic systems behavior.

5 Conclusions

Some applications of the computer algebra systems Formac, Reduce, Mathematica in di�erent problems

of an object mathematical modelling and random e�ects analysis have been described.

The above-considered examples specify a utility and an e�ciency of such applications especially

at a reasonable connection with numerical accounts on the base of complex packages combining such

di�erent software as computer algebra systems, systems for data bases development, graphic editors

and ordinary programming languages for numerical purposes.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Modelling of relative movements of an absolutely rigid bodies chain

Let us consider the problem of deriving vector{matrix Eqs. of relative movements of an absolutely rigid

bodies tree (or chain) [6, 19], taking �rst partial derivatives of DEqs. r.h.s. and building a part of a

Pascal program.

It is supposed that any mechanical system analyzed may be described as a tree consisting of rigid

bodies. Their own coordinates system (c.s.) is connected with each body of this system. The relative

motion of body number i of the tree is understood as the motion of its connected c.s. in axes of the

c.s. of previous body number i � 1 from that branch. The c.s. of body number 0 is accepted for the

inertial c.s.

The vector of absolute angular velocity of the body i c.s. in axes of the connected c.s. of this body

can be calculated from the formula:

~!Ai = Ai;i�1~!
A
i�1 + ~!ei ;

where i is a body index (number); Ai;i�1 is the matrix of coordinates transformation from the body

i� 1 connected c.s. to body i c.s. at the expense of the rotation of the latter w.r.t. the former; ~!ei is

the vector of relative angular velocity of the body i c.s. in its connected c.s.

The vector of absolute angular acceleration of the body i c.s. in axes of its connected c.s. ( _~!Ai ) is

calculated from the formula:
_~!Ai = T�1ci (momci

~Fi � ~!Ai � Tci~!Ai )
where Tci is a body i inertia tensor calculated w.r.t. its mass center in axes parallel to axes of the

connected c.s. of this body; momci
~Fi is the main moment of forces acting on body i and calculated

relatively its mass center; ~Fi is the main vector of forces acting on body i in axes of its connected c.s.

The vector of relative angular acceleration of the body i c.s. concerning the body i � 1 connected

c.s. in axes of the body i c.s. is calculated from the formula:

_~!ei =
_~!Ai � (Ai;i�1

_~!
A

i�1 + ~!Ai � ~!ei ):

The vector of the �rst derivatives of the orientation angles for the body i c.s. relative to the body i� 1

c.s. is calculated from the formula:
_~� = AE

i ~!
e
i

where AE
i is the matrix inverse to the Euler matrix and used at the kinematic Euler relations.

The vector of absolute linear acceleration of origin of the body i connected c.s. in axes of the latter

is calculated from the formula

~wA
0i =

~Fi

Mi

� [ _~!Ai � ~rci + ~!Ai � (~!Ai � ~rci)]

where Mi is the body i mass, ~rci is the radius-vector of the body i mass center in the axes of its

connected c.s.

The vector of relative linear acceleration of origin of the body i connected c.s. relative to body i� 1

in the axes of the latter is calculated from the formula:

~wr
0i = Ai�1;i ~w

A
0i�

�[~wA
0;i�1 +

_~!
A

i�1 � ~rci + ~!Ai�1 � (~!Ai�1 � ~r0i) + 2~!Ai�1 � ~~r0i]

where ~r0i is the radius vector of the body i c.s. origin in axes of the body i � 1 connected c.s.; ~~r0i is

the vector of relative linear velocities of origin of the body i c.s. relative to the body i � 1 connected

c.s. in axes of the latter.

Here the input is as follows



vector wai1,wei,wai,wa1i,fi,rfci,we1i;

matrix aii1, tci , aei;

vector wa1 i1, alf1i, w0ai, rci, w0ri, w0ai1;

scalar two, m 1i ,k0,ki;

vector wa1i1,r0i,v0ri;

constant two,k0,ki;

derivatives order is 1;

formulae;

wai=aii1*wai1+wei;

wa1i=tci^*($([rfci,fi],k0,ki)$-[wai,tci*wai]);

we1i=wa1i-(aii1*wa1i1+[wai,wei]);

alf1i=aei*wei;

w0ai=m1i*$(fi,k0,ki)$-([wa1i,rci]+[wai,[wai,rci]]);

w0ri=aii1*w0ai-(w0ai1+[wa1i1,r0i]+[wai1,[wai1,r0i]]+two*[wai1,v0ri]);

end of formulae;

where the following designations are introduced:

wai1� ~wA
i ; wei� ~we

i ; fi� ~Fi;

wei1� _~!ei ; wa1i1� _~!
A

i�1; aii1�Ai;i�1;

tci� Tci; aei�AE
i ; wa1i� _~wA

i ;

alf1i� _~�; w0ai� ~wA
0i; rci� ~rci;

r0i� ~r0i; w0ri� ~wr
0i; w0ai1� ~wA

0;i�1;

two� 2; m1i� 1=Mi;

rfci are the radii{vectors of the forces attachment points on body i, ki is the number of forces acting

on body i.

The �rst part of the results in the vector{matrix form is submitted below

wai:=aii1 wai1 + wei;

wx0xw1:=vect[rfci, fi];

wx0xw2:=sumi[wx0xw1, k0, ki];

wx0xw4:=tci wai;

wx0xw3:=vect[wai, wx0xw4];

wx0xw5:=wx0xw2 - wx0xw3;

wx0xw6:=inv[tci];

wa1i:=wx0xw6 wx0xw5;

wx0xw7:=vect[wai, wei];

wx0xw8:=aii1 wa1i1 + wx0xw7;

we1i:=wa1i - wx0xw8;

alf1i:=aei wei;

wx0xw9:=sumi[fi, k0, ki];

wx0xw10:=vect[wa1i, rci];

wx0xw11:=vect[wai, rci];

wx0xw12:=vect[wai, wx0xw11];

..............................

wx0xw36:=vect[wai1, wx0xw15$100];

wx0xw16$100:=wx0xw35 + wx0xw36;

wx0xw37:=vect[wai1$100, v0ri];

wx0xw38:=vect[wai1, v0ri$100];

wx0xw17$100:=wx0xw37 + wx0xw38;

wx0xw18$100:=w0ai1$100 + wx0xw14$100 + wx0xw16$100 + two wx0xw17$100;

w0ri$100:=aii1$100 w0ai + aii1 w0ai$100 - wx0xw18$100;



and a peace of the second part is here

m$one:=-1.0; {----Working var----}

{=== 1 ===}

P_MultMV(aii1,wai1,wx0xw39);

{----------Sum[{wx0xw39, wei}]----------}

P_VecZ(wai);

P_SumV(wai,wx0xw39);

P_SumV(wai,wei);

{=== 2 ===}

P_Vect(rfci,fi,wx0xw1);

{=== 3 ===}

{-----sumi[wx0xw1,k0,ki]----------}

P_VecZ(wx0xw2);

For i$wv:=k0 To ki Do

P_SumV(wx0xw2,wx0xw1[i$wv]);

.........................

{=== 68 ===}

P_MultMV(aii1$100,w0ai,wx0xw66);

P_MultMV(aii1,w0ai$100,wx0xw67);

P_MultSV(m$one,wx0xw18$100,wx0xw68);

{----------Sum[{wx0xw66, wx0xw67, wx0xw68}]----------}

P_VecZ(w0ri$100);

P_SumV(w0ri$100,wx0xw66);

P_SumV(w0ri$100,wx0xw67);

P_SumV(w0ri$100,wx0xw68);

6.2 Surfaces of steady-state densities

Fig. : 6.2.1



Fig. : 6.2.2

6.3 Solution of Kolmogorov-Feller Eq.

Fig.6.3


